
Love Is Strong-Rolling Stones

Love Is Strong - Rolling Stones
From the Album "Voodoo Lounge"

Intro:
 A C G A -play this twice

Verse 1:

      A                 C                 G                   A  
 Love is strong, and your so sweet, you make me hard, you make me weak
      A                 C                 G                   A
 Love is strong, and you're so sweet, and someday babe, we got to meet
      A                 C                 G                    A
 A glimpse of you, was all it took, A stranger's glance, it got me hooked
      A                  C                G                    A   
 And I followed you, across the stars, I looked for you, in seedy bars

 back to intro

 Bridge:

 D     F         G    F    D
    What are you scared of, baby

 D     F         G      F     D   
    It's more than just a dream

 D    F    G    F     D   C   A 
    I need some time

     C           A
 We make a beautiful team

   C            A 
 A beautiful team

 Verse 2: Follow same chords as verse 1

 Love is strong, and you're so sweet, and someday babe, we got to meet
 Just anywhere, out in the park, out on the street, and in the dark
 I followed you, through swirling seas, down darkened woods, with silent 
 trees.
 
 Love is Strong, and you're so sweet, you make me hard, you make me weak

 Back to Bridge

 Verse 3: same as verse 1 and verse 2

 I wait for you, until the dawn, my mind is ripped, my heart is torn
 Love is strong, and you're so sweet, your love is bitter, it's taken neat

 Love is strong, yeah...etc.

 D:xx0232
 C:032010
 A:002220
 F:133211
 G:320003

 That's basically all of the song. If you have any corrections or comments 
please send them to me or post them. Voodoo Lounge is the only 
Rolling Stones album I have. If anybody could tell me
 which is their best one, that would be great.
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